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The ocean is a denominator of space and time. 

Inspired by its moods, its days and nights, this 

line has been constructed. Geometrical motifs 

along with textures create the perfect harmony 

of form and aesthetic. Drawn from the serene 

components of nature, these furniture pieces, 

artworks, rugs, and lights are sure to create a 

composed ambience in your home.

A complete balance of form and functionality, 

every piece in this collection brims with an 

unparallel appeal. Embracing the shades of 

blue, gold, iridescent and hues of sunlight, 

the form, colors, and textures are ideal for all 

seasons, unique in their personality just like 

the moods of the ocean.





ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
THREE SEATER SOFA
Rocky Star's Ocean three seater sofa is the epitome of luxe. An

oppulant addition to any home interior, the sombre color palette 

adds a drama to an otherwise mundane space. Laden with comfort, 

the product adds a finesse to the visual appeal of your home

interiors. Minimal and glamorous, the sofa is a must have

for any contemporary home.

Material: Steem Beech Wood Structure, PVD Coated

Gold Finished Stainless Steel

Dimensions: W*D*H: 221*86*87 cm

Seat Height: 45 cm

Weight: 55 kg

www.bentchair.com

Rocky Star's Ocean three seater sofa is the epitome of luxe. An

oppulant addition to any home interior, the sombre color palette 

adds a drama to an otherwise mundane space. Laden with comfort, 



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
TWO SEATER SOFA
Laden with comfort, the exquisite product from the designer line is a must 

have for any contemporary home. The minimalist form with the muted 

tone showcases luxury in the Rocky Star's Ocean Two Seater Sofa. With 

an unmatched enigma, the fluid design form can be witnessed in the 

outlook of the product. Further accentuating the look is the gold finished 

legs of the sofa.

Material: Steem Beech Wood Structure, PVD Coated

Gold Finished Stainless Steel

Dimensions: W*D*H: 159*86*87 cm

Seat Height: 45 cm

Weight: 35 kg

www.bentchair.com

Laden with comfort, the exquisite product from the designer line is a must 

have for any contemporary home. The minimalist form with the muted 

tone showcases luxury in the Rocky Star's Ocean Two Seater Sofa. With 

an unmatched enigma, the fluid design form can be witnessed in the 

outlook of the product. Further accentuating the look is the gold finished 



ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN BENCH
Delve in the domain of comfort and luxury with Rocky Star's 

Ocean Bench. Sleek and sturdy, the bench showcases a bluish 

hue inspired from the oceanic elements. Further accentuating  

the visual appeal is the golden sheen. The rich and plush 

upholstery, alongwith the minimal design form, gives this 

product an alluring outlook. 

Material: Steam Beech Wood, PVD Coated Gold

Finished Stainless Steel Base

Dimensions: W*D*H: 154*43*178 cm

Seat Height: 50 cm

Weight: 27 kg

www.bentchair.com

Weight: 27 kg

Delve in the domain of comfort and luxury with Rocky Star's 

Ocean Bench. Sleek and sturdy, the bench showcases a bluish 

hue inspired from the oceanic elements. Further accentuating  

the visual appeal is the golden sheen. The rich and plush 

upholstery, alongwith the minimal design form, gives this 



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
LOUNGE CHAIR
Redefine comfort with Rocky Star's Ocean Blue Lounge Chair. Adding 

a sumptuous focal point to any home interiors, the chair boasts a 

plush upholstery. With a classy appeal, the design form of the product 

makes it a must have for any contemporary space. The color palette 

of the chair is sure to amplify the style quotient of your home.

www.bentchair.com

Redefine comfort with Rocky Star's Ocean Blue Lounge Chair. Adding 

a sumptuous focal point to any home interiors, the chair boasts a 

plush upholstery. With a classy appeal, the design form of the product 

makes it a must have for any contemporary space. The color palette 

of the chair is sure to amplify the style quotient of your home.

Material: Steem Beech Wood Structure, PVD Coated

Gold Finished Stainless Steel

Dimensions: W*D*H: 98*81*85 cm

Seat Height: 45 cm

Weight: 30 kg

www.bentchair.com



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
DINING CHAIR
Enhance the style of your dining space with the exquisite piece from 

our designer collection. Rocky Star's Ocean Dining Chair is crafted of 

steam beech wood with gold finished SS legs.Accentuating the look, 

the gold accents enhances the visual appeal of the product.  

Material: Steam Beech Wood, PVD Coated Gold

Finished Stainless Steel Legs

Dimensions: W*D*H: 80*70*92 cm

Seat Height: 50 cm

Weight: 22 kg

www.bentchair.com



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
DINING TABLE
Twist the age-old with Rocky Star's Ocean Dining Table. Immerse in 

the domain of opulance with this sturdy piece from our designer 

collection. Displaying an erratic pattern, the marble table top

enhances the look of the dining table. The outlook has been further 

enhanced by the rich design components.

Material: White Marble with Multicoloured Inlay,

Brass Legs, MS Frame

Dimensions: W*D*H: 214*97*75 cm

Weight: 110 kg

www.bentchair.com

Twist the age-old with Rocky Star's Ocean Dining Table. Immerse in 

the domain of opulance with this sturdy piece from our designer 

collection. Displaying an erratic pattern, the marble table top

enhances the look of the dining table. The outlook has been further 



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
COFFEE TABLE
Add to the style of your living room with Rocky Star's Ocean Coffee 

Table. The strong and sturdy form enhances the luxurious appeal of 

the product making it a must have for any contemporary space. 

With a marble top and the criss-cross pattern the look has been 

accentuated by the golden elements. 

Material: White Marble with Multicoloured Inlay,

Brass Legs, MS Frame

Dimensions: W*D*H: 118*76*44 cm

Weight: 60 kg

www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN

Add to the style of your living room with Rocky Star's Ocean Coffee 

Table. The strong and sturdy form enhances the luxurious appeal of 

the product making it a must have for any contemporary space. 

 top and the criss-cross pattern the look has been 



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
END TABLE (BIG)
Rocky Star's Ocean End Table is the perfect addition to any contemporary 

home interior. With the maximalist table top, this product is a luxurious 

item. Enhance the visual appeal of your home interiors with the exemplary 

aesthetics of the table. Showcasing a criss-cross design on the table top, the 

piece blends form and function. Crafted of art stone and boasting gold leaf 

finish, this table is an opulant addition to any space.

Material: Resin Top, FRP Base, MS Plate, Black Satin

Finished On Frame, Gold Leafing Crackled Finished

On Legs

Dimensions: D*H: 46*56 cm

Weight: 10 kg

www.bentchair.com



Rocky Star's Ocean End Table is the perfect addition to any contemporary 

home interior. Crafted of art stone and boasting gold leaf finish, this table is an 

opulant addition to any space. Aesthetically pleasing, this product amplifies 

the style quotient of a given space with the slightest effort. Showcasing an 

erractic pattern, the outlook of the product has been enhanced by

the rich finish. 

Material: Resin Top, FRP Base, MS Plate, Black Satin

Finished On Frame, Gold Leafing Crackled Finished

On Legs

Dimensions: D*H: 36*56 cm

Weight: 8 kg

www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
END TABLE (SMALL)



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
CONSOLE TABLE

Material: Brass Legs, Resin Top, Polyester

Clear Finished

Dimensions: W*D*H: 153*45*85 cm

Weight: 32 kg

www.bentchair.com

An amalgamation of form and function, Rocky Star's Ocean Console 

Table is the epitome of opulance. Hand-crafted to perfection, the console 

table is the perfect pick for any home interiors. Comprising of gold 

finished legs and an art stone top, the table can be used for multiple 

purposes. Immerse in the world of luxe with this sumptuous pick.



ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN
TUFTED RUG

Material: Wool

Dimensions: L*W: 6x8 feet

Weight: 15 kg

www.bentchair.com

Rocky Star's Ocean Rug showcases a vibrant color palette with an erratic design form. Redefine 

any mundane space with this rug from our designer line. Immerse in the world of luxe with the 

asymmetric design appeal of the product. Give your space a contemporary twist with the 

eccentric visual language of the rug.



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN PLANTER
Rocky Star's Ocean Planters showcases a vibrant color palette. The texture along with design 

form, makes these planters a must have for any contemporary interior. The exquisite planters, 

when placed together creates an unmatched appeal for any space adding a dash of greenery to 

a certain space.

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN PLANTER
(SMALL)

ROCKY STAR'S OCEAN PLANTER (BIG)

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN PLANTER

(MEDIUM)



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN WALL
PAINTING



www.bentchair.com

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN LIGHTS

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN

CARL MIRROR

Adorn your home interiors with 

Rocky Star's Ocean Lights for the 

optimum appeal. A chic ornament, 

the ceiling light creats a harmony of 

form and aesthetic.

An alluring pick for any

contemporary space, the mirror is 

sure to augment the style of any 

home interiors. Sporting a vibrant 

color palette, this mirror from our 

design er line will complement any 

space. 

ROCKY STAR'S
OCEAN CUSHION



FEEL NO LESS THAN A CELEBRITY
IN A WELL DESIGNED ECLECTIC HOME



C E L E B R A T E  C R E A T I V I T Y

R


